LIBRARY STORYTIME
Library staff and friends are reading and sharing their favorite fall and Thanksgiving-themed stories!
Watch them on the library’s Facebook page. To join in, share a video of yourself telling a seasonal story and tag us on social media to be added to the storytime playlist!

BOOK CLUB MEETS ON ZOOM.
This month we are discussing *V For Vendetta* by Alan Moore. All are welcome! See our website or facebook page for more information.

PROFESSOR POP’S BUBBLE SHOW
For a LIMITED TIME starting on 11/17, catch The Professor of bubbles in a virtual show for children on the library’s facebook!
Optional: download a special hand out on how bubbles work by Professor Pop from the KPL website.

VIRTUAL CHILDREN’S HOUR
Storytime and songs online with Ms. Katie! Children’s Hour videos will premiere on the library’s facebook.
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**Paper Peace:**
HELP US JOIN TOGETHER WITH A SPECIAL COMMUNITY CRAFT

PRACTICE PATIENCE AND CREATE A SYMBOL OF HOPE BY HELPING US REACH OUR GOAL: 500 ORIGAMI CRANES FOR A SPECIAL DISPLAY.

TO PARTICIPATE, ASK YOUR LIBRARIANS FOR A CRANE KIT.
PACKETS INCLUDE INSTRUCTIONS AND 2 PIECES OF ORIGAMI PAPER.
(BUT YOU MAY ALSO MAKE CRANES AT HOME USING AVAILABLE PAPER)
MAKE AS MANY CRANES AS YOU WISH, 1 OR 100!!

ONCE 500 CRANES HAVE BEEN COLLECTED, ALL CONTRIBUTIONS WILL BE STRUNG TOGETHER AND DISPLAYED IN THE LIBRARY AS A SYMBOL OF HOPE FOR OUR WONDERFUL KRUM COMMUNITY.
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